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About This Content

Take your Time Fantasy characters into battle! This graphics pack expands on the characters from previous Time Fantasy sets
with brand-new animations for use in RPG Maker MV. Bring your combat to life with 80 animated battler sheets!

Time Fantasy's characters are ready for RPG Maker MV's side-view battles! This expansion pack includes all-new battle
animations for 80 characters from the first two Time Fantasy sets. Included are hero characters for every class, including the
knights and military factions. Characters have their own weapons-- swords, axes, bows, staffs, and others. This long-awaited

expansion takes the Time Fantasy pixel style to the next level. Onwards to victory!

Features:

Retro pixel art to match Time Fantasy and Time Fantasy: Monsters graphics.
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80 characters based on the heroes from the original Time Fantasy set and the Monsters expansion

Character animations include: sword slashes, magic/summoning poses, using items, taking damage, and more!

Made for use with RPG Maker MV's side view battle system

Bonus: Pixel animations for state effects in battle!
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Not starting.. Super fun, well priced, great party game. Very well polished with nice lighting. This racer has an arcade feel, but
with some real depth to the engine. A must for racing fans!. Short review:
Gal*Gun 2 is an arcade-style shooter where you shoot anime girls to deliver them ecstasy, instead of death. You can have
characters cosplay and pose for you lol. Great port, I didn't run into any major issue. Compared to Double Peace, GG2 takes one
step forward two steps back, but it's still stupidly fun. Get DP first if you haven't, it has a higher fun per unit currency ratio.

A tad bit more info:
Comparing to its predecessor, Double Peace, the gameplay has changed from on-rails shooter to a static 360º VR-ish shooter,
but without the actual VR (at least officially supported, check guides for playing in VR). So, instead of the character
automatically moving around after an event ends, you now have to choose where to get teleported to next, which kinda breaks
the flow (you'll also see enemies getting teleported into places where there were none before). But at least the cursor doesn't
move by itself when the character is moving, so it might be a huge improvement.

Boss diversity has gone downhill, there's only one type of boss but with different skins. And there are no minigames other than
the exorcising missions (there's no more double peaces during missions either). While we don't have minigames, we got 2 extra
game modes, search and defend. They're self explanatory, you either look for items in a room, or defend the girl(s) from those
adorable mini satanias kuronas.

Visual novel parts are now fully 3D, mainly because GG2 was based on GGVR, but since the game doesn't have a FOV slider,
anything near the screen's edges might look as if they were getting thrown into another dimension.

Your gun has a vacuum function which can be used to suck stuff like clothes, it has a cool visual and makes cool noises i guess.
There's also this new weird feature in which if you give a girl/teacher/ghost enough candies, you can call her into your room and
have her cosplay and pose for you........ Oh yea, you can also decorate your room with figures, posters and some other
weeb♥♥♥♥♥♥

Finally, the story is still just as silly (in a questionably good way) as before. It's basically Gabriel*Dropout. Cliche as they might
be, character interactions are still gold, especially if it involves Satania Kurona.

So why do i still recommend Gal Gun 2, even though it's somewhat of a step down from DP and they've "removed" VR support
in the latest update? Well, you can still add VR back in the game if it matters to you, and besides, VR was never claimed to be a
feature for GG2 so downvoting it because of VR is like downvoting House of the Dead because it doesn't have VR support
either. The devs seem to have worked hard to port the game for not taking forever to release it on PC this time, which earned
me a lot of credit. Also, i didn't run into any issue while playing other than the final achievement not unlocking, which isn't even
related to gameplay and can easily be solved. Speaking of gameplay, Gal Gun 2 is still as stupidly fun to play as its predecessor
and that's what sold me the game. But in case you haven't played Double Peace yet, do so before getting GG2 as it's much
cheaper and goes on sale quite often.. Max Payne would recommend this game if he wants some dull shooting without that story
crap.. 64.0 is a minimalist hardcore sound game, you only need to shoot and the background color of the same box (the enemy),
but can not be missing and can not shoot other colors. Just survive this simple requirement for 64 seconds. Looks like the
picture is simple, the rule is simple, but is not such! And the game supports the creative workshop, some BGM is good, like to
challenge their friends must not miss.. Big disappointment from a fan of the might and magic franchise, I've already returned to
the old M&M 6

This coming from someone who has played the M&M series since the 1990's. I don't recommend especially for the price either,
you're definitely not getting what you pay for.
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This expansion sucks. The revolts that where happening in Persia in the time of Alexander's rise are not all there, Persia's allies
are not all there, and Persia has really bad income for some reason. Also, some of the Persian Satrapies (forget about cities,
satrapies) are not there. I expected better from CA.

I recommend Rise of Persia for people who are interested in this period. http://www.riseofpersia.com. Doesn't work on
windows 8/8.1 please update this game to make it compatible with the new windows. The game has a lot of bugs. But, it's still a
fun game to play. So, if it is on sale or something, buy it!. This Game is absolutely amazing the feel is great the controls are
simple Just absolutely amazing! 11 of 10. Spin to Win - Warrior OP

short game.. best game .. better than league3. I just want to know what characters they add
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